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Abstract
Traditional web applications were developed using Servlets or Java Server Pages (JSP).
Maintainability and extensibility became a problem with this approach as the business logic and
presentation logic were mixed in a single file. Model View Controller (MVC) is a popular and
powerful design pattern for developing web applications as it clearly separates the main
responsibilities (business logic, presentation and request handling), which facilitates the scalability
and extensibility of the applications. Struts2 framework has gained popularity in the recent times
as it realized the MVC architecture. It is an elegant, extensible framework for developing enterprise
level Java web applications. Data persistence is a significant task in any web application. Many
persistence frameworks have gained importance recently. Hibernate is one such framework that
can be easily integrated with Struts2. In this project, a Remote Health Service System is
implemented that can be used by patients and medical experts for remote medical diagnosis.
Patient registration, medical query submission, query response and query search are the main
functionalities of this system. The application is modular, complete and flexible as its architecture
is based on the integration of Struts2 and Hibernate frameworks. It has a multi-layered architecture
with the Presentation, Controller and Service layers implemented using Struts2 and the Data
Access layer implemented using Hibernate.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
A web application is an application program that can be hosted on a server and clients can request
the application services using web browsers. A web application can also be termed as an online
application. Initially, the web applications were developed using Servlets or Java Server Pages
which consisted of both the Java code (for business logic) and HTML code (for rendering the view
part) in a single program. This not only made them unappealing but also caused maintenance and
extensibility problems. As the complexity of enterprise level applications started to scale up, this
approach proved inefficient. So, the idea of Model View Controller (MVC) was proposed. MVC
stands for Model View Controller. MVC pattern is composed of the following three parts:
Model – The Model represents the application’s data.
View – The View is a visual representation of the Model data.
Controller – The Controller responds to the user input and handles the interactions
between the Model and the View. It controls the flow of data into the Model object and updates
the View whenever the data changes.
MVC supports the separation of concerns as it isolates the business logic from the presentation
layer. It promotes better code organization, extensibility, scalability and code re-use. Whenever a
user makes a request, the controller receives this request, processes it and prepares the Model data.
The View then renders this data and the result (HTML, JSP page) is displayed in the browser.
Struts2 framework gained popularity as it implements the MVC design pattern. Struts2 is an
elegant framework that can be used to build enterprise level Java web applications. It can be easily
integrated with other frameworks like Spring, Hibernate and Tiles. It is flexible and has support
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for multiple view technologies like JSP, Velocity and Freemarker. The theme based User Interface
(UI) tags help the developers create appealing interfaces with minimum effort.
As databases are used to store data in almost all the web applications, efficiency during the
database interaction was a critical factor to improve the overall application performance. To
optimize the database interactions, the Object Relational Mapping (ORM) tools were introduced.
ORM tools introduce a direct mapping between the Java code objects and the relational database
tables. Hibernate is one such ORM tool. It provides Hibernate Query Language (HQL) which is
database independent, thus eliminating the need to write database specific queries.
In this project, a Remote Health Service system is implemented based on the ideas presented in
the IEEE paper ‘Design of Java EE-Based Remote Health Service System’ [1]. The system consists
of three main modules: Patient system, Medical Expert system and Admin system. Profile
management, medical expert information lookup, medical expert selection, query submission,
view response and query search are different functionalities available in the Patient system. Profile
management, query reply, query transfer (to another medical expert) are the functionalities
available in the Medical Expert system. Medical expert management and query transfer
functionality is available in the Admin system.
The contents of this document are organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of the Struts2
and Hibernate frameworks. Chapter 3 presents the system design and functionalities of the Remote
Health Service System along with the application screenshots. Chapter 4 concludes the project and
provides possible future enhancements. Finally, the project references are listed.
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Chapter 2: TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
This chapter presents detailed information about the Struts2 and Hibernate frameworks – their
overview, architecture and advantages. The first section of this chapter explains the Struts2
framework and the second section explains the Hibernate framework.
2.1 Struts2 Framework
A software framework is a platform for developing software applications that uses the design
patterns that are commonly agreed in the industry. It introduces an elegant architectural solution
to automate all tedious tasks of application development. Struts2 is an elegant and flexible web
application framework based on the MVC (Model View Controller) design pattern. It is used for
developing enterprise-level Java web applications. The power of Struts2 lies in its model
component by which it can be integrated with other frameworks like Spring, Hibernate etc. Struts2
makes web application development easier and faster by providing an extensible and flexible
architecture. The core component of Struts2 is ‘Action’, which is responsible for handling user
requests and executing the business logic. The result returned by the Action class helps the
framework determine the view page (HTML or JSP page) that will be sent as a response to the
user.
2.1.1 Struts2 Architecture
Struts2 framework implements the MVC architecture which divides the application into three
components: Model, View and Controller. In Struts2, the Model is implemented by Action, the
View is implemented by Result and the Controller is implemented by Filter Dispatcher. The
architecture of Struts2 is shown in Figure 1. This figure is adapted from ‘Struts 2 Architecture’
[2].
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Figure 1: Struts2 Architecture
Struts2 framework consists of the following components [3]:
ActionContextCleanUp filter: This filter is optional and is useful when integrating Struts2
application with other technologies like SiteMash Plugin, Tiles Plugin etc.
ActionMapper: This class contains the action mapping information used to invoke a Struts2
action corresponding to a given request. It helps the FilterDispatcher determine whether to invoke
an Action or not. When a request comes, the ActionMapper tries to match an appropriate action
invocation request. If no action invocation request matches, it returns null otherwise it returns an
ActionMapping that contains details such as the Action class and method to execute.
FilterDispatcher: FilterDispatcher plays the role of controller in Struts2. It maps the incoming
requests to actions. It uses the ActionMapper to determine which Struts2 Action should be
invoked. If the ActionMapper finds an action corresponding to that request, the FilterDispatcher
transfers the control to the ActionProxy.
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ActionProxy: This uses the Configuration manager, which is initialized from the struts.xml file to
get

the

information

of

action

and

interceptor

stack.

The

ActionProxy

creates

an ActionInvocation, which processes and invokes the Interceptors (if configured) for the
execution of pre-processing logic and finally invokes the Action.
Interceptor: Most of the request processing in Struts2 is done by interceptors. They are called
both before and after the Action is invoked and are responsible for executing the pre-processing
and post-processing logic. Interceptors perform tasks such as validation, file upload, exception
handling, logging etc.
Struts.xml: This is the configuration file of struts2 that contains user defined mappings for actions,
interceptors and results.
ActionInvocation: This invokes any interceptors before invoking the Action itself. When the
Action executes the business logic, the ActionInvocation determines the appropriate result (JSP or
HTML page) associated with the Action result code using the mapping defined in struts.xml file.
Action: The model component of MVC is implemented by Struts2 Action. It generates the result
by executing the business logic. The Interceptors are executed again in reverse order to perform
any post-processing logic. Once the result is generated, it is responsible to match the view page
(JSP or FreeMarker template) which will render the response.
Result: It translates the application data into the JSP code that can be sent to the user’s browser as
response.
2.1.2 Struts2 - Request Processing Workflow
The request processing workflow in Struts2 is shown in Figure 2. This figure is adapted from
‘Struts 2 Architecture’ [4].
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Figure 2: Request Processing Workflow in Struts2 Framework
A request from the user is handled in Struts2 as follows [4]:
1. User sends an HTTP request to the server for a resource (i.e. web page). This request is
handled by the FilterDispatcher.
2. FilterDispatcher looks at this request and determines the appropriate Action.
3. Configured interceptors are applied one by one before calling the Action. Interceptors
perform functionalities such as validation, file upload, exception handling etc.
4. The selected Action is executed to perform the requested operation and the Result is
generated.
5. The interceptors are again applied in the reverse order on the generated result to perform
any post-processing logic if required.
6. The result is then rendered in the view to generate the response for the user.
7. This response is sent back to the user.
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2.1.3 Advantages of Struts2 framework
Struts2 framework has many advantages which makes web development easier for programmers.
Some of these advantages are mentioned below [5]:
-

Simplified Design: Code is not tightly coupled as Struts2 framework Action is
implemented using interfaces and their implementation classes.

-

Plugin support: Readymade plugins are available for JQuery, JSF, Junit, Spring and
Hibernate which can be used to enhance the functionality of Struts2.

-

Lightweight: ActionForms can be implemented using Plain Old Java Objects (POJO).

-

Adaptability and Flexibility: Actions can be configured using annotations like @Action,
which reduces the code complexity.

-

Easy Integration: Struts2 can be easily integrated with other frameworks like Spring,
Hibernate and Tiles etc.

-

Multiple View Options: Different view technologies like JSP, Velocity and FreeMarker
are supported in Struts2 web application.

-

Simplified Testability: Struts2 Actions can be tested by instantiating the Action and
setting the properties using Dependency Injection features.

-

Tag support: Struts2 provides theme based and Ajax enabled tags which saves time for
the developers as they do not need to write lengthy code.

-

AJAX support: AJAX stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. Struts2 taglib
includes several AJAX tags using which a part of the page can be changed without
reloading the entire page. This enhances the application performance.
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2.2 Hibernate
In high level languages like C# or Java, the information is represented in the form of Objects
(instances of Classes). The information in relational databases is represented in the form of tables,
so there is a need for direct mapping between the classes and the tables to enhance the application
performance. This task is done by Object Relational Mapping (ORM) tools. The role played by an
ORM tool is shown in Figure 3. This figure is adapted from ‘Introduction to hibernate framework’
[6]. ORM maps Java classes to database tables and class member variables to table columns. Each
row in the table represents a class object. This mapping allows the developers to perform database
operations such as create, update and delete using model objects instead of writing raw SQL
queries. Hibernate is one such ORM tool which integrates well with the Struts2 applications.

Figure 3: Role of ORM in Java Application
Hibernate is an open source, high-performance object-relational mapping (ORM) and persistence
framework for Java applications. It not only maps Java classes to relational database tables and
Java data types to SQL data types, but also facilitates the storage and retrieval of data from the
database. The main goal of hibernate is to relieve the developers from common data persistence
related programming tasks. Hibernate solves the object-relational impedance mismatch problems
by replacing direct persistence-related database accesses with high-level object handling functions.
Hibernate allows developers to focus more on the business logic by eliminating the need to write
complex SQL or JDBC code for data persistence.
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2.2.1 Hibernate Architecture
Hibernate acts like a bridge between java application and relational database. Figure 4 shows the
architecture of Hibernate framework. This figure is adapted from ‘Hibernate Architecture’ [7].

Figure 4: Hibernate Architecture
Hibernate framework consists of the following elements [7][8]:
-

Configuration: The Configuration object is the first object created in any Hibernate
application. It represents the properties file required by Hibernate. The database connection
properties and the class mapping setup are defined in the configuration files. The class
mapping setup component is responsible for creating the connection between Java classes
and database tables.

-

Session Factory: It is the factory class through which sessions are obtained to perform
database operations. The different databases used in an application are mapped in the
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Session Factory objects. It is a heavyweight object and is usually built at the time of
application start up. One SessionFactory object is required per database. So, an application
using multiple databases will have a SessionFactory object for each database.
-

Session: This object provides an interface between the Java application and the database
tables. When the session object is created, a connection is made to the database. It provides
methods to insert, update and delete an object.

-

Transaction: This represents the amount of work that should be committed to the database
or rolled back completely to keep the database in a consistent state. This object is optional.
Transaction is available under ‘org.hibernate.Transaction’ package, which provides
methods for managing transactions.

-

Query: This object uses SQL or Hibernate Query Language (HQL) to fetch data from the
database.

-

Criteria: This object is used to execute object oriented queries to retrieve the data from
database.

2.2.2 Advantages of Hibernate
The important advantages of Hibernate are mentioned below [9]:
-

HQL: Hibernate has its own query language ‘Hibernate Query Language’ which is
database independent. This eliminates the need to write database specific queries.

-

Automatic table creation: Hibernate creates the database tables automatically if they do
not exist.

-

Primary Key Generation: Hibernate can generate the primary keys automatically while
storing the data in the database.
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-

High Performance: Hibernate has two levels of cache which results in high performance
during the database interactions.

-

Easy Data Fetching: Hibernate simplifies the fetching of data from multiple tables as there
is no need to write complex SQL queries manually.

-

XML Mapping: The Java classes are mapped to the database tables using XML files. So,
any changes in the database can be handled just by changing the XML file properties.
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Chapter 3: REMOTE HEALTH SERVICE SYSTEM
This chapter gives a detailed description of the Remote Health Service System. The first section
explains the different functionalities of the system. The second section presents the system design
– Use Case diagrams, Statecharts, Use Case realization, Sequence diagrams, Class diagrams and
Application architecture. The third section presents the application screenshots.
3.1 System Functionality
The Remote Health Service System can be used by patients and medical experts for remote medical
diagnosis. This system provides an interactive platform where patients can send queries to medical
experts regarding their health symptoms. The medical experts can review their symptoms to
diagnose the symptoms and respond to the patients.
A Patient can login into the system and view the specialization and educational background of
different medical experts. The Patient can then select a medical expert for treatment, write down
the symptoms and submit the query. This query is then sent to the medical expert selected by the
patient. The Medical Expert can login into the system and search for any open medical queries
assigned to him/her. If there is any open query, he can respond to that query. This response is sent
back to the Patient who had sent the query. The Medical Expert can also assign the patient query
to another medical expert. The Admin can manage the information of medical experts and can also
transfer a patient query from one medical expert to another. The system consists of three main
modules – Patient system, Medical Expert system and Admin system.
The Patient system provides the following functionalities:
Patient Registration: The Patient can create an account to be able to request the medical services.
Patient Login: The Patient can login into the system using the registered username and password.
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Viewing Medical Expert Information: The Patient can select a specialization and view the list
of different medical experts in that medical field. The patient can also view the educational
background of the medical experts.
Personal Information Management: The Patient can edit his/her profile information like name,
address, email, phone number, username and password.
Query Submission: The Patient can write down his/her symptoms and submit the data. This query
is then sent to the medical expert selected by the patient.
Viewing Response: The Patient can view the response from a medical expert regarding his/her
medical query.
Searching Past Medical Queries: The Patient can search his/her past medical queries. The search
can be performed by date range, query type and query status. The patient can then view the query
details.
The Medical Expert system provides the following functionalities:
Personal Information Management: The Medical Expert can edit his/her profile information
like name, address, email, phone number, username and password.
Responding to Query: The Medical Expert can search for open queries assigned to him/her and
respond to those queries. This response is sent back to the patient who had sent the query.
Viewing and Reassigning Queries: The Medical Expert can view the past queries of the patients.
Also, transfer the query to another medical expert if needed.
The Administrator system provides the following functionalities:
Medical Experts Management: The Admin can add or update the information of medical experts.
Also, the Admin can activate or deactivate a medical expert in case if that medical expert is on
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leave or not available for some reason. The Admin can also transfer a patient query from one
medical expert to another.
3.2 System Design
3.2.1 Use Case Diagrams
A use case is a graphic representation of the interactions between a user (actor) and the system to
achieve a particular goal. The Use Case diagram for the Remote Health Service System is shown
in Figure 5. The system has three actors – Admin, Patient and Medical Expert.

Figure 5: Use Case diagram for the Remote Health Service System
The different Use Cases of the Remote Health Service System are described below:
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Login Usecase:
Use Case Login is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Login use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 1: Login use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Login use case enables the Remote Health Service System Admin/Patient/Medical Expert
to login into the system.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Enter the Username and Password at the login screen.
2. Validate the Username and Password entered by the user to display Admin/Patient/
Medical Expert screen based on the user type.

Create Account Usecase:
Use Case Create Account is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Create Account use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 2: Create Account use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Create Account use case enables the Remote Health Service System user to create an
account (as Patient) to be able to request the medical services.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Enter the below details to create an account:
•

First Name

•

Last Name

•

Email

•

Address

•

Phone Number

•

Username

•

Password
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View Medical Expert Information Usecase:
Use Case View Medical Expert Information is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: View Medical Expert Information use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 3: View Medical Expert Information use case description for the Remote Health Service
System
Brief Description
The View Medical Expert Information use case enables the Remote Health Service System
Patient to view the list of medical experts along with their specialization and education
background.
Step-by-Step Description
1. A list of medical experts must appear based on the selected medical specialization.
2. For the selected medical expert, information must be displayed with the following
attributes:
•

Education Details

•

Years of Experience

Edit Profile Usecase:
Use Case Edit Profile is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Edit Profile use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 4: Edit Profile use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Edit Profile use case enables the Remote Health Service System Patient/Medical Expert to
update his/her profile information.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Allow updates to the following attributes:
•

First Name

•

Last Name

•

Email

•

Address

•

Phone Number

•

Username

•

Password

Submit Query Usecase:
Use Case Submit Query is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Submit Query use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 5: Submit Query use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Submit Query use case enables the Remote Health Service System Patient to write down
his/her symptoms and submit the query to a Medical Expert.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Enter the medical query and submit it.
2. The submitted query is sent to the Medical Expert selected by the Patient.

View Response Usecase:
Use Case View Response is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: View Response use case for the Remote Health Service System
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Table 6: View Response use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The View Response use case enables the Remote Health Service System Patient to view the
response from a medical expert regarding his/her query.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Search for medical queries using date range, query type or query status. For each query,
the following attributes are displayed:
•

Short Description

•

Assigned to

•

Query Status

•

Query Type

•

Created Date

•

Last Updated by

•

Last Updated Date

2. Select the query to view the response. The query details must be displayed with the
following attributes:
•

Assigned To

•

Query Type

•

Created Date

•

Last Updated Date

•

Last Updated by

•

Assigned by
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•

Comments

View Past Medical Queries Usecase:
Use Case View Past Medical Queries is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: View Past Medical Queries use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 7: View Past Medical Queries use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The View Past Medical Queries use case enables the Remote Health Service System
Patient/Medical Expert to view the past medical queries. The Patient can view the queries
created by him/her and the Medical Expert can view the queries that were assigned to him/her.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Search for medical queries using date range, query type or query status.
2. The list of queries must be displayed based on the search criteria. For each query, the
following attributes are displayed:
•

Short Description

•

Assigned to

•

Query Status
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•

Query Type

•

Created Date

•

Last Updated by

•

Last Updated Date

3. Selecting a query from the above list should print the detailed information of that query.

Respond to Query Usecase:
Use Case Respond to Query is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Respond to Query use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 8: Respond to Query use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Respond to Query use case enables the Remote Health Service System Medical Expert to
respond to the query sent by the Patient.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Select a query from the list of queries with the query status as “Open”.
2. Write a response and submit the reply. This reply is sent to the Patient who had submitted
the query.
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Transfer Query Usecase:
Use Case Transfer Query is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Transfer Query use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 9: Transfer Query use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Transfer Query use case enables the Remote Health Service System Medical Expert/Admin
to transfer the patient query from one Medical Expert to another.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Select the medical query to be assigned to another Medical Expert.
2. Select the medical expert to whom the query should be transferred and save the
information.
3. The system transfers the query to the selected medical expert.

Manage Medical Experts Usecase:
Use Case Manage Medical Experts is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Manage Medical Experts use case for the Remote Health Service System
Table 10: Manage Medical Experts use case description for the Remote Health Service System
Brief Description
The Manage Medical Experts use case enables the Remote Health Service System Admin to
create a new Medical Expert and manage the existing Medical Experts.
Step-by-Step Description
1. Create a new Medical Expert.
2. Search for the existing Medical Experts using first name, last name, username,
specialization or status. For each Medical Expert, the following attributes are displayed:
•

First Name

•

Last Name

•

Username

•

Specialization

•

Active

3. For the existing Medical Experts, the following information can be updated:
•

First Name
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•

Last Name

•

Email Id

•

Address

•

Phone Number

•

User Name

•

Password

•

Specialty

•

Years of Experience

•

Graduation Credentials

•

Active or Inactive

3.2.2 Statecharts
A Statechart is used to describe the behavior of a system. It shows the flow of control from one
state to another. It reflects all the operations performed by or to that system, indicating the events
that cause the transition from state to state. The Statechart of the complete Remote Health Service
System is shown in Figure 16. The system is represented as a combination of three modules –
Admin system, Patient system and Medical Expert system.
The solid circle on the top left represents the initial state of the Statechart. The arrow from the
initial state leads to the state labeled Remote Health Service System Event Loop. From this state,
the user can login into the system, create a new account or quit the system. The trigger
‘application’s main screen displayed’ takes the Remote Health Service System Event Loop to the
state ‘Providing Login Details’. In this state, the user can login into the system by entering his/her
username and password. The trigger ‘application’s main screen displayed and new user signup
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selected’ takes the Remote Health Service System Event Loop to the state ‘Creating an Account’
where the user can create a new account. The trigger ‘admin credentials entered’ leads to the state
‘Performing Admin Events’. In this state, user can perform events like Manage Medical Experts
and Transfer Query. The trigger ‘patient credentials entered’ leads to the state ‘Performing Patient
Events’ where operations like View Medical Expert Information, Edit Profile, Submit Query, View
Response and View Past Medical Queries can be performed. The trigger ‘medical expert
credentials entered’ leads to the state ‘Performing Medical Expert Events’ where user can perform
operations like Edit Profile, View Past Medical Queries, Respond to Query and Transfer Query.

Figure 16: Complete Statechart of the Remote Health Service System
The Statechart for the Admin system is shown in Figure 17. The trigger ‘manage user selected’
leads the system to the state ‘Managing Medical Experts’. In this state, the Admin can
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add/edit/activate/deactivate a medical expert. The trigger ‘reassign query selected’ leads the
system to the state ‘Transferring Query’ where the Admin can transfer a patient query from one
medical expert to another.

Figure 17: Statechart of the Admin System
The Statechart for the Patient System is shown in Figure 18. The trigger ‘medical specialization
selected’ leads the system to the state ‘Viewing Medical Expert Information’. In this state, the
Patient can view the list of medical experts and their educational background based on the selected
specialization. The trigger ‘profile management selected’ leads to the state ‘Editing Profile’ where
the Patient can edit his/her profile information. The trigger ‘submit query selected’ takes the
system to the state ‘Submitting Query’ where the Patient can submit a query to a medical expert.
The trigger ‘view query response selected’ leads to the state ‘Viewing Response’ where the Patient
can view the response sent by the medical expert regarding the query. The trigger ‘query search
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selected’ leads the system to the state ‘Viewing Past Medical Queries’ where the Patient can search
for past medical queries and view details of the queries.

Figure 18: Statechart of the Patient System
The Statechart for the Medical Expert System is shown in Figure 19. The trigger ‘profile
management selected’ leads the system to the state ‘Editing Profile’. In this state, the Medical
Expert can edit his/her profile information. The trigger ‘reassign query selected’ leads to the state
‘Transferring Query’ where the Medical Expert can transfer a patient query to another Medical
Expert. The trigger ‘respond to query selected’ leads the system to the state ‘Responding to Query’
where the Medical Expert can respond to a patient query. The trigger ‘query search selected’ leads
the system to the state ‘Viewing Past Medical Queries’ where the Medical Expert can search for
past medical queries and view details of the queries.
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Figure 19: Statechart of the Medical Expert System
3.2.3 Use Case Realization
Use Case realization is the process of extending and refining use cases. It describes how a
particular use case is accomplished in terms of classes and collaborating objects. The use case
realization of each use case in the Remote Health Service System is done using class diagram and
sequence diagram. A class diagram shows the interrelationships and interaction between the
classes. A sequence diagram depicts the objects and the messages sent between them in the
realization of a specific scenario of the use case. The different classes for the Remote Health
Service System are shown in Figure 20. These consist of Control Classes, Boundary Classes and
Entity Classes. A Control Class models complex computations and algorithms. A Boundary Class
models the interaction between the system and its actors. An Entity Class models long lived
information.
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Control Classes

Boundary Classes

Entity Classes

Figure 20: Classes for the Remote Health Service System
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Use Case Realization for the Login use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Login use case and their relationships are shown
in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Login use case
Scenarios and Sequence diagrams for the Login use case:
Scenario 1 (Admin Login – Login success)
The scenario ‘Admin Login – Login success’ of Login use case is shown in Table 11.
Table 11: ‘Admin Login – Login success’ scenario of Login use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to login into the system.
1. The Admin enters the username and password at the login screen.
2. The system validates the username and password entered by the user.
3. The system displays the Admin screen options after successful authentication.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Admin Login – Login success’ scenario of the
Login use case is shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Sequence diagram for the ‘Admin Login – Login success’ scenario
Scenario 2 (Admin Login – Login failure)
The scenario ‘Admin Login – Login failure’ of Login use case is shown in Table 12.
Table 12: ‘Admin Login – Login failure’ scenario of Login use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to login into the system.
1. The Admin enters the username and password at the login screen.
2. The system validates the username and password entered by the user.
3. The system displays an error message after authentication failure.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Admin Login – Login failure’ scenario of the Login
use case is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Sequence diagram for the ‘Admin Login – Login failure’ scenario
Scenario 3 (Patient Login – Login success)
The scenario ‘Patient Login – Login success’ of Login use case is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: ‘Patient Login – Login success’ scenario of Login use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to login into the system.
1. The Patient enters the username and password at the login screen.
2. The system validates the username and password entered by the user.
3. The system displays the Patient screen options after successful authentication.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Patient Login – Login success’ scenario of the
Login use case is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Sequence diagram for the ‘Patient Login – Login success’ scenario
Scenario 4 (Patient Login – Login failure)
The scenario ‘Patient Login – Login failure’ of Login use case is shown in Table 14.
Table 14: ‘Patient Login – Login failure’ scenario of Login use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to login into the system.
1. The Patient enters the username and password at the login screen.
2. The system validates the username and password entered by the user.
3. The system displays an error message after authentication failure.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Patient Login – Login failure’ scenario of the Login
use case is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Sequence diagram for the ‘Patient Login – Login failure’ scenario
Scenario 5 (Medical Expert Login – Login success)
The scenario ‘Medical Expert Login – Login success’ of Login use case is shown in Table 15.
Table 15: ‘Medical Expert Login – Login success’ scenario of Login use case
The Remote Health Service System Medical Expert wants to login into the system.
1. The Medical Expert enters the username and password at the login screen.
2. The system validates the username and password entered by the user.
3. The system displays the Medical Expert screen options after successful authentication.

The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Medical Expert Login – Login success’ scenario
of the Login use case is shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Sequence diagram for the ‘Medical Expert Login – Login success’ scenario
Scenario 6 (Medical Expert Login – Login failure)
The scenario ‘Medical Expert Login – Login failure’ of Login use case is shown in Table 16.
Table 16: ‘Medical Expert Login – Login failure’ scenario of Login use case
The Remote Health Service System Medical Expert wants to login into the system.
1. The Medical Expert enters the username and password at the login screen.
2. The system validates the username and password entered by the user.
3. The system displays an error message after authentication failure.

The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Medical Expert Login – Login failure’ scenario of
the Login use case is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Sequence diagram for the ‘Medical Expert Login – Login failure’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the Create Account use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Create Account use case and their relationships
are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Create Account use case

Scenario and Sequence diagram for the Create Account’ use case:
Scenario 1 (Create a new account)
The scenario ‘Create a new account’ of Create Account use case is shown in Table 17.
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Table 17: ‘Create a new account’ scenario of Create Account use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to create a user account.
1. The Patient selects ‘New User Signup’ option at the application screen.
2. The Patient enters his/her details in the registration form and submits the data.
3. The system creates the user account and displays the success message to the user.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Create a new account’ scenario of the Create
Account use case is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Sequence diagram for the ‘Create a new account’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the ‘View Medical Expert Information’ use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the View Medical Expert Information use case and
their relationships are shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Interaction of classes for the realization of the ‘View Medical Expert Information’ use
case
Scenario and Sequence diagram for the ‘View Medical Expert Information’ use case:
Scenario 1 (View Medical Expert details)
The scenario ‘View Medical Expert details’ of View Medical Expert Information use case is shown
in Table 18.
Table 18: ‘View Medical Expert details’ scenario of View Medical Expert Information use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to view the different medical experts in the
system and their specializations.
1. The Patient selects the desired medical specialization at the Patient screen.
2. The system provides the list of medical experts based on the selected specialization.
3. The Patient selects a medical expert from the list to view the educational background of
that medical expert.
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The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘View Medical Expert details’ scenario of the View
Medical Expert Information use case is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Sequence diagram for the ‘View Medical Expert details’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the Edit Profile use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Edit Profile use case and their relationships are
shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Edit Profile use case
Scenarios and Sequence diagrams for the Edit Profile use case:
Scenario 1 (Patient – Edit Profile Information)
The scenario ‘Patient – Edit Profile Information’ of Edit Profile use case is shown in Table 19.
Table 19: ‘Patient – Edit Profile Information’ scenario of Edit Profile use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to edit his/her profile information.
1. The Patient selects the ‘Profile Management’ option at the patient screen.
2. The Patient edits and submits the information.
3. The system updates the changes and displays the success message.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Patient – Edit Profile Information’ scenario of the
Edit Profile use case is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Sequence diagram for the ‘Patient – Edit Profile Information’ scenario
Scenario 2 (Medical Expert – Edit Profile Information)
The scenario ‘Medical Expert – Edit Profile Information’ of Edit Profile use case is shown in Table
20.
Table 20: ‘Medical Expert – Edit Profile Information’ scenario of Edit Profile use case
The Remote Health Service System Medical Expert wants to edit his/her profile information.
1. The Medical Expert selects the ‘Profile Management’ option at the medical expert
screen.
2. The Medical Expert edits and submits the information.
3. The system updates the changes and displays the success message.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Medical Expert – Edit Profile Information’
scenario of the Edit Profile use case is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Sequence diagram for the ‘Medical Expert – Edit Profile Information’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the Submit Query use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Submit Query use case and their relationships
are shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Submit Query use case
Scenario and Sequence diagram for the Submit Query use case:
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Scenario 1 (Submit query to Medical Expert)
The scenario ‘Submit query to Medical Expert’ of Submit Query use case is shown in Table 21.
Table 21: ‘Submit query to Medical Expert’ scenario of Submit Query use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to submit a new query to a medical expert.
1. The Patient selects the ‘Submit Query’ option and picks a medical expert.
2. The Patient enters the query and submits it.
3. The system sends the query to the selected medical expert and displays a success
message.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Submit query to Medical Expert’ scenario of the
Submit Query use case is shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Sequence diagram for the ‘Submit query to Medical Expert’ scenario
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Use Case Realization for the View Response use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the View Response use case and their relationships
are shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Interaction of classes for the realization of the View Response use case
Scenario and Sequence diagram for the View Response use case:
Scenario 1 (View query response)
The scenario ‘View query response’ of View Response use case is shown in Table 22.
Table 22: ‘View query response’ scenario of View Response use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to view the response for his/her query from
the medical expert.
1. The Patient selects the ‘Query Search’ option and searches for a previously submitted
query.
2. The Patient selects the query to view the response from the medical expert.
3. The system displays the response sent by the medical expert.

The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘View query response’ scenario of the View
Response use case is shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Sequence diagram for the ‘View query response’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the View Past Medical Queries use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the View Past Medical Queries use case and their
relationships are shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Interaction of classes for the realization of the View Past Medical Queries use case
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Scenarios and Sequence diagrams for the View Past Medical Queries use case:
Scenario 1 (Patient – View past queries)
The scenario ‘Patient – View past queries’ of View Past Medical Queries use case is shown in
Table 23.
Table 23: ‘Patient – View past queries’ scenario of View Past Medical Queries use case
The Remote Health Service System Patient wants to view a previously submitted query.
1. The Patient selects the ‘Query Search’ option and enters the search criteria.
2. The system displays the medical queries matching the search criteria.
3. The Patient can now select the query to see its details.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Patient – View past queries’ scenario of the View
Past Medical Queries use case is shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: Sequence diagram for the ‘Patient – View past queries’ scenario
Scenario 2 (Medical Expert – View past queries)
The scenario ‘Medical Expert – View past queries’ of View Past Medical Queries use case is
shown in Table 24.
Table 24: ‘Medical Expert – View past queries’ scenario of View Past Medical Queries use case
The Remote Health Service System Medical Expert wants to view a particular query from the
list of queries assigned to him/her.
1. The Medical Expert selects the ‘Query Search’ option and enters the search criteria.
2. The system displays the medical queries matching the search criteria.
3. The Medical Expert can now select the query to see its details.
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The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Medical Expert – View past queries’ scenario of
the View Past Medical Queries use case is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Sequence diagram for the ‘Medical Expert – View past queries’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the Respond to Query use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Respond to Query use case and their
relationships are shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Respond to Query use case
Scenario and Sequence diagram for the Respond to Query use case:
Scenario 1 (Respond to patient query)
The scenario ‘Respond to patient query’ of Respond to Query use case is shown in Table 25.
Table 25: ‘Respond to patient query’ scenario of Respond to Query use case
The Remote Health Service System Medical Expert wants to respond to a patient query.
1. The Medical Expert selects the ‘Query Search’ option and searches for queries with
‘Open’ status.
2. The Medical Expert selects the query, writes the response and saves it. Also, the query
status can be changed.
3. The system sends the response to the patient and displays a success message.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Respond to patient query’ scenario of the Respond
to Query use case is shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Sequence diagram for the ‘Respond to patient query’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the Transfer Query use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Transfer Query use case and their relationships
are shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Transfer Query use case
Scenarios and Sequence diagrams for the Transfer Query use case:
Scenario 1 (Medical Expert – Transfer query)
The scenario ‘Medical Expert – Transfer query’ of Transfer Query use case is shown in Table 26.
Table 26: ‘Medical Expert – Transfer query’ scenario of Transfer Query use case
The Remote Health Service System Medical Expert wants to transfer a patient query to another
Medical Expert.
1. The Medical Expert selects the ‘Query Search’ option and searches for queries with
‘Open’ status.
2. The Medical Expert selects the query, selects the medical expert to whom he/she wants
to transfer the query and saves the data.
3. The system sends the query to the selected medical expert and displays a success
message.

The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Medical Expert – Transfer query’ scenario of the
Transfer Query use case is shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Sequence diagram for the ‘Medical Expert – Transfer query’ scenario
Scenario 2 (Admin – Transfer query)
The scenario ‘Admin – Transfer query’ of Transfer Query use case is shown in Table 27.
Table 27: ‘Admin – Transfer query’ scenario of Transfer Query use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to transfer a patient query from one Medical
Expert to another.
1. The Admin selects the ‘Query Search’ option and searches for queries with ‘Open’
status.
2. The Admin selects the ‘Reassign Query’ option for a query and then selects the medical
expert to whom he/she wants to transfer the query and saves the data.
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3. The system sends the query to the selected medical expert and displays a success
message.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Admin – Transfer query’ scenario of the Transfer
Query use case is shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Sequence diagram for the ‘Admin – Transfer query’ scenario
Use Case Realization for the Manage Medical Experts use case
The classes that participate in the realization of the Manage Medical Experts use case and their
relationships are shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47: Interaction of classes for the realization of the Manage Medical Experts use case
Scenarios and Sequence diagrams for the Manage Medical Experts use case:
Scenario 1 (Add a medical expert)
The scenario ‘Add a medical expert’ of Manage Medical Experts use case is shown in Table 28.
Table 28: ‘Add a medical expert’ scenario of Manage Medical Experts use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to add a new Medical Expert to the system.
1. The Admin selects the ‘Enroll Expert’ option at the Admin screen.
2. The Admin enters the details of the new expert and saves the data.
3. The system creates a new medical expert and displays a success message to the user.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Add a medical expert’ scenario of the Manage
Medical Experts use case is shown in Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Sequence diagram for the ‘Add a medical expert’ scenario
Scenario 2 (Edit a medical expert)
The scenario ‘Edit a medical expert’ of Manage Medical Experts use case is shown in Table 29.
Table 29: ‘Edit a medical expert’ scenario of Manage Medical Experts use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to edit the details of an existing Medical
Expert.
1. The Admin selects the ‘Manage User’ option at the Admin screen.
2. The Admin selects the medical expert to be updated, edits the details and saves it.
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3. The system updates the medical expert details and displays a success message to the
user.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Edit a medical expert’ scenario of the Manage
Medical Experts use case is shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49: Sequence diagram for the ‘Edit a medical expert’ scenario
Scenario 3 (Activate a medical expert)
The scenario ‘Activate a medical expert’ of Manage Medical Experts use case is shown in Table
30.
Table 30: ‘Activate a medical expert’ scenario of Manage Medical Experts use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to activate a previously deactivated medical
expert.
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1. The Admin selects the ‘Manage User’ option at the Admin screen.
2. The Admin selects the medical expert to be activated in the system, selects the option to
activate and saves the data.
3. The system activates the medical expert and displays a success message to the user.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Activate a medical expert’ scenario of the Manage
Medical Experts use case is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50: Sequence diagram for the ‘Activate a medical expert’ scenario

Scenario 4 (Deactivate a medical expert)
The scenario ‘Deactivate a medical expert’ of Manage Medical Experts use case is shown in Table
31.
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Table 31: ‘Deactivate a medical expert’ scenario of Manage Medical Experts use case
The Remote Health Service System Admin wants to deactivate a medical expert.
1. The Admin selects the ‘Manage User’ option at the Admin screen.
2. The Admin selects the medical expert to be deactivated in the system, selects the option
to deactivate and saves the data.
3. The system deactivates the medical expert and displays a success message to the user.
The sequence diagram of the realization of the ‘Deactivate a medical expert’ scenario of the
Manage Medical Experts use case is shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Sequence diagram for the ‘Deactivate a medical expert’ scenario

3.2.4 Class Diagram:

Complete Class Diagram:
The complete class diagram of the Remote Health Service System is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Complete Class diagram of the Remote Health Service System

Part of the Overall Class Diagram with Attributes and Methods:
Part of the overall class diagram showing the Action, Service and Dao classes involved in
achieving the Admin system functionality is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53: Part of the Class diagram for Admin System
Part of the overall class diagram showing the Action, Service and Dao classes involved in
achieving the Patient system functionality is shown in Figure 54.
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Figure 54: Part of the Class diagram for Patient System
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Part of the overall class diagram showing the Action, Service and Dao classes involved in
achieving the Medical Expert system functionality is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Part of the Class diagram for Medical Expert System
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Part of the overall class diagram showing the Model classes involved in the implementation of the
Remote Health Service System are shown in Figure 56.
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Figure 56: Part of the Class diagram showing Model Classes
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3.2.5 Application Architecture
The Remote Health Service System has Multi Layered architecture. The system has four layers:
Presentation layer, Controller layer, Service layer and Data Access Layer.
The application architecture is shown in Figure 57.

Figure 57: Architecture of Remote Health Service System
The different layers in the Remote Health Service System are described below:
-

Presentation Layer: This layer is the View part in the MVC design pattern. It comprises
of the application screens that help user interact with the system. It is implemented using
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JSP (Java Server Pages) and Struts2 tags. JSP is a technology that is used to create dynamic
web pages based on HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) and XML (eXtensible Markup
Language). Struts2 offers powerful UI (User Interface) tags to render complex application
data effectively. The request submitted by the user at this layer is passed to the controller
layer for further processing.
-

Controller Layer: This layer corresponds to the Controller section in the MVC pattern. It
controls the interaction between the presentation layer and the service layer. It handles the
user requests and forwards them to the responsible service. Also, invokes the appropriate
view resources based on the response returned from the service layer. In the current project,
this layer is implemented using Struts2 Filter Dispatcher and XML based configuration file
(struts.xml). In the ‘struts.xml’ file, the mapping between the URI’s (Uniform Resource
Identifier) and the Action classes is defined. The Filter Dispatcher verifies the request URI
and determines which action to invoke. The Action classes invoke the services to process
the user request.

-

Service Layer: This layer consists of the business logic of the application. It is invoked by
the controller layer to execute the business functionality. A service is the smallest amount
of work that needs to be completed in order to maintain the application database consistent.
The concept of Java interfaces and their implementation classes is used in this project to
implement this layer. This makes the application flexible as only a change in the
implementation class would be needed to modify the application behavior and no change
would be required in other layers consuming the services. This layer interacts with the Data
Access layer to complete the processing of user request.
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-

Data Access Layer: This layer is the Model layer of the MVC design pattern. It performs
the database operations. The logic for code persistence is written in this layer using
Hibernate API (Application Program Interface). The entity classes are written which are
mapped to the database tables. The data persistence is carried out using the entity class
objects. It interacts with the MySQL database to persist and retrieve the application data.
The DAO interfaces list the operations that can be performed on the data and their
implementation classes contain the execution logic for those operations.

3.3 Application Screenshots
The screenshots of the different functionalities of the Remote Health Service System are presented
below:
Login Screen:

Figure 58: Login Screen of the Remote Health Service System
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Create Account Screen:

Figure 59: Create Account Screen of the Remote Health Service System
Patient Screen:

Figure 60: Patient Screen of the Remote Health Service System
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Edit Profile – Patient Screen:

Figure 61: Edit Profile – Patient Screen
Edit Profile – Patient Screen (Success message):

Figure 62: Edit Profile – Patient Screen (Success message)
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View Medical Expert Information – Patient Screen:

Figure 63: View Medical Expert Information – Patient Screen
Submit Query – Patient Screen:

Figure 64: Submit Query – Patient Screen
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Submit Query – Patient Screen (Success message):

Figure 65: Submit Query – Patient Screen (Success message)
Medical Expert Screen:

Figure 66: Medical Expert Screen of the Remote Health Service System
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Edit Profile – Medical Expert Screen:

Figure 67: Edit Profile – Medical Expert Screen
Respond to Query – Medical Expert Screen:

Figure 68: Respond to Query – Medical Expert Screen
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Respond to Query – Medical Expert Screen (Success message):

Figure 69: Respond to Query – Medical Expert Screen (Success message)
View Response – Patient Screen:

Figure 70: View Response – Patient Screen
View Past Medical Queries – Patient and Medical Expert:
The Patient and Medical Expert can search for past medical queries using this screen. They can
also view the query details by clicking on the ‘View’ icon as shown in Figures 71 and 72.
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Figure 71: View Past Medical Queries – Patient Screen

Figure 72: View Past Medical Queries – Medical Expert Screen
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Transfer Query – Medical Expert:

Figure 73: Transfer Query – Medical Expert
Transfer Query – Medical Expert (Success message):

Figure 74: Transfer Query – Medical Expert (Success message)
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Admin Screen:

Figure 75: Admin Screen of the Remote Health Service System
Manage Medical Experts (Add a new Medical Expert) – Admin Screen:

Figure 76: Manage Medical Experts (Add a new Medical Expert) – Admin Screen
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Manage Medical Experts (Edit a Medical Expert) – Admin Screen:

Figure 77: Manage Medical Experts (Edit a Medical Expert) – Admin Screen
Manage Medical Experts (Deactivate a Medical Expert) – Admin Screen:
The Admin can deactivate a Medical Expert by selecting ‘Inactive’ option and clicking ‘Submit’.

Figure 78: Manage Medical Experts (Deactivate a Medical Expert) – Admin Screen
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Manage Medical Experts (Activate a Medical Expert) – Admin Screen:
The Admin can activate a Medical Expert by selecting ‘Active’ option and clicking ‘Submit’.

Figure 79: Manage Medical Experts (Activate a Medical Expert) – Admin Screen
Transfer Query – Admin Screen:

Figure 80: Transfer Query – Admin Screen
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Chapter 4: CONCLUSION
Struts2 is an open-source web application framework for creating enterprise-level Java
applications. It is elegant and extensible framework based on the Model View Controller (MVC)
design pattern. It can be easily integrated with other application frameworks like Spring and
Hibernate to create multi-layered web applications. The Struts2 User Interface (UI) tags help the
developers create appealing interfaces with minimum effort. Hibernate is an Object Relational
Mapping (ORM) tool used to create relational mapping between the object oriented classes and
the database tables. It generates database independent code eliminating the need for the
programmer to write database specific queries. Its inbuilt caching mechanism helps to improve
performance in the persistence layer of the application.
The objective of this project is to develop a Remote Health Service System by integrating Struts2
and Hibernate frameworks. The application is flexible, modular and complete due to its multilayered architecture. This system provides an interactive platform for the patients and medical
experts to communicate remotely. The patients can send queries to medical experts regarding their
health symptoms and the medical experts can respond to the received queries. The main
functionalities of the system are patient registration, medical query submission, query reply and
past medical query search. This project would be a good reference for anyone trying to integrate
Struts2 and Hibernate frameworks and build a web application using them.
The known constraints of the Remote Health Service System are not so appealing layout in the
Internet Explorer browser and the limitation of having only one Admin user. This system can be
extended by implementing additional features such as email notifications for patients when a
response for their query has been received, mechanism to alert the medical experts about the
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pending queries to ensure proper tracking of open queries and option to upload medical reports
like lab reports and X-ray images while submitting a medical query. Encrypting passwords while
saving to the database and option for the medical expert to view the history of past medical records
for a selected patient would be other useful enhancements.
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